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Project context
With the advent of COVID-19, community services across
Canada had to rapidly adapt the way they engage and support
community members.
A growing number of Canadians have needed (or soon will need)
support as they deal with the financial strain brought on by
pandemic-related earnings/job losses
Community agencies would like to help people and connect
them to other supports, knowing that navigating services—
particularly during a pandemic – can be challenging, confusing
and even overwhelming for vulnerable individuals.
With physical distancing requirements, there is real interest in
exploring remote service delivery models.
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Project goals
1. Understand how Capital One and Prosper Canada
might best help community partners implement
remote solutions at various scales.
2. Develop a robust understanding of the front-to-back
client experience of accessing virtual financial
help and identify priority areas and solutions for
improving the client experience, particularly as
it relates to remote intake, navigation, and continuity
of service.
3. Help partners navigate new and existing
financial support services available to clients and
support frontline staff with tools and resources that
address concrete needs in a virtual service.
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Project overview
Over nine-months, beginning mid-2020, and with funding from
Capital One, Prosper Canada worked with service design firm
Bridgeable and community agencies in Manitoba, British Columbia,
and Ontario to study the remote delivery of financial help services.
Research findings are summarized in two Pre-Implementation
Reports by Bridgeable (links on slide 25)
This was followed by a period of learning, sharing and further data
collection, with results captured in:
• Profiles
• Learning Tools
• Insights.
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2. Project activities

• Summary
• Profile: SEED Winnipeg, MB
• Profile: Family Services
Greater Vancouver, B.C.
• Profile: Thunder Bay
Counselling, ON
• Service delivery tools and
resources
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Summary
Research activities ran from June to
November 2020, culminating in a
Socialization Report and three Client
Journey Maps.

This section includes a profile of each
financial help service and evaluation
findings, based on:
•

A project Community of Practice met biweekly January – March 2021 to reflect on
the journey maps, the evolution of their
services, wins and challenges.
Partners co-designed and implemented an
evaluation guided by these learning
questions:
1. To what extent is there a demand for
remote financial help?
2. To what extent does the service connect
clients with financial help?
3. To what extent is the service
appropriate to the client needs?

•
•

Relevant indicator data retroactive to
June 2020
Feedback surveys
Interviews with partner organization
representatives.

Finally, partners co-developed a suite of
virtual service delivery tools with Prosper
Canada for frontline staff and their clients.
These are now freely available on Prosper
Canada’s Learning Hub.
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Manitoba: The partner and the service
The Community Financial Helpline (CFHL)
is a partnership of 4 Winnipeg
organizations, launched shortly after March
2020. Agents take calls and respond to
email, texts and Facebook chats.
While designed to connect community
members to financial help, it has become a
central access point for many services,
providing referrals for housing, food
insecurity, mental health and financial help.
Since launching, the CFHL has:
• Expanded hours
• Added a fourth partner
• Launched a Facebook integration
• Created a central SharePoint team
site for participating agencies
• Been added to United Way’s 211
community information service.
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Manitoba: Demand for the service
•

The CFHL recorded 1,342 contacts over
10 months

•

SEED Winnipeg fielded 73% of help
requests with the remainder
distributed across other partners

•

Most clients were referred by a food
banks, community partner, online
source or family and friends

•

Voice calls accounted for 82% of
contacts, SMS 12%, and Facebook 5%.

•

Average session duration was under 13
minutes.

•

Nearly 40% of cases were resolved.
58% required follow up.

Average contact duration by channel

Sources of referrals to CFHL
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Manitoba: Connecting clients with help
Top three client issues
•
•
•

Income taxes and other benefits
Identification
Employment insurance

CFHL agents were able to immediately
address caller needs in 64% of cases. Other
callers were referred to community and
government agencies.
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Manitoba: Meeting the clients needs
In February 2021, SEED began a satisfaction survey,
calling service users one week after they contacted
the CFHL. The survey ran for about six weeks.
•

61% of service users got the help they were
seeking. 9% got some of the help they needed.

•

87% said they would recommend the CFHL to
friends/family

•

The survey was well-received and staff will
continue using it for follow-up.

“From our end, it’s nice to
learn what happened or if
there is possible follow-up
we can assist them with.
We feel more
knowledgeable for the
next call.”

I was hesitant about the
Facebook chats, but we are
meeting people where they
are at. It’s working.

Frontline staff
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Vancouver: The partner and service
With a pre-existing call center, Family Services Greater
Vancouver was able to quicky develop and launch the
C-19 Money Navigator service in May 2020. With
service coordination relationships in place, clients
came largely through referrals from other local service
providers and bc211. More staff were added in late
2020 and the C-19 Money Navigator became the
central intake for financial help, eliminating the extra
step of internal referrals.

Our partnership strength has
been critical for the delivery of
our service. Referrals have
been increasing due to the
strength of these partnerships.
Being able to provide webinars
directly to frontline workers
has further enhanced our
partnerships.

Manager
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Vancouver: Demand for the service
FSGV’s C-19 Money Navigator served 379 clients
May 2020-March 2021. Staff noted a widening of
calls geographically as word spread about
services. 67.6% of callers sought immediate
Navigator help, with the most frequent inquiries
concerning federal and provincial support. The
service was promoted diverse ways, including

Facebook and Google ads for Financial Literacy
Month (Nov 2020) and Radio shows and spots
reaching the Vietnamese, Mandarin and
Cantonese communities.
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Vancouver: Connecting clients with help
After understanding a caller’s needs,
the Money Navigator service provided
immediate information – typically
about COVID related benefits.
30% of callers booked a follow-up
coaching appointment.

We have made the commitment to
respond to clients within 24 hours. We
also want to have conversations as soon
as possible with clients to make
appointments with coaches, advocate
with government agencies or seethrough other community service
referrals.

Frontline staff
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Vancouver: Meeting the client’s needs
In February 2021, FSGV added
feedback questions to its intake
form and collected responses for
about 6 weeks.
87% of respondents said they got
the help they were looking for.
59% said their stress level had
decreased.
99% said they were likely to use the
service again.
96% said they would recommend
the service to a friend/family.
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Thunder Bay: The partner and service
In response to the pandemic, Thunder Bay
Counselling rapidly transformed its 50-yearold credit and financial counselling program
for remote delivery.
Using their main reception line, calls were
answered through a queue that ensured
clients received a live response.

This technology shift previewed a programmatic shift
also brought on by remote service delivery – from an
appointment-based, “full service first” model to one
where short-term needs are addressed first and oneon-one counselling only offered second subsequently
to those wanting help with longer term needs.

With the sudden shift to remote service –
and more calls -- they shifted to IVR
answering, but staff quickly perceived a 23%
gap in the number of callers and people
receiving services.
They upgraded their phone system to
reinstate live answering of calls as they came
in by counsellors, reducing the volume of
messages and the need for client/counsellor
callbacks, and increasing the number of new
clients supported through brief service or
enrolled in ongoing counselling.
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Thunder Bay: Demand for the service
Over 10 months, 557 financial
service sessions were delivered –147 brief service and 410 full
service.
To access sessions, individuals
could:
• call the main line
• call a counsellor directly
• email the program
• email the agency
• submit a web form.
Financial stress and credit issues
continued to be the largest
presenting issues for individuals
contacting the program and the
primary motivation for seeking
immediate and live access to a
financial counsellor.

Presenting Issues
Support to access tax filing
4%
Assistance with
banking
information or to
access banking
7%

Assistance to access RESPs
2%

Financial Stress
30%

Support to
access income
benefits and
other supports
13%
Assistance with
spending plans /
budgets
20%

Credit or debt
support and
information
24%
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Thunder Bay: Connecting clients with help
Over this project, informed by the
process mapping exercise, the
following changes were made to
financial help to enable the shift
from in person to remote services:
•

transformation of the phone
system

•

expanded use, and comfort
with, video service delivery

•

Shift to digital documentation
and delivery

•

focusing first on responding to
immediate and short-term
client needs

•

adapting client feedback tools.

Services Provided
Help to access tax filing
5%

Support access to
banking
2%

Help w/
accessing
income
supports
9%

Other
supports
10%

Help w/ spending plans
and budgeting
17%

One-on-one
supports
36%

Credit and
debt
counselling
21%
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Thunder Bay: Meeting the client need
Survey responses
With the rapid shift to remote
service, client feedback tools
(e.g., tablet used in the waiting
area) also needed to be
adapted for remote use.

How useful was the support you received from Financial
Counselling? Very useful – 80%
How likely would you be to recommend Financial Counselling
to a friend or family member?
Definitely recommend – 60%

In February, a new online tool
was designed and deployed,
using email and a link from the
session chat.

How easy was it to access the Financial Counselling
Program? Very easy – 67%

The tool received a low
response rate, but the
responses that were received
indicate the remote service
model is working well for
some clients.

On a scale from 1 to 5, did financial counselling help to
reduce your issue or address question you had? Reduced a
lot – 60%

How convenient are the hours of service? Very convenient –
83%

Would you come back to the Financial Counselling program if
you needed assistance again? Yes – 100%
Overall, what was your level of satisfaction with Financial
Counselling? Completely satisfied – 80%
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Service delivery resources and toolkit
Prosper Canada and project partners
identified resources to address
common ‘pain points’ that surfaced
over the project.
Three resources were created and
shared with frontline service
providers.
Four resources were developed to
support users of remote financial help
services.
Partners also shared resources they
found useful in their remote service
delivery work.

A new Virtual Service Delivery Toolkit
containing these new and curated
resources is now freely available on
Prosper Canada’s online Learning Hub.
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Tool
snapshots
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3. Research findings
and insights

• Research reports
• Implementation
insights
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Research reports (pre-implementation)
To learn more about client journey mapping and the resulting
insights, see the following Bridgeable reports :

1. Supporting the design of a
remote financial help service:
Socialization report
November 2020

2. Supporting the design of a
remote financial help service:
Interim project report
December 2020

•
•
•
•

Project context
Accessing financial help
Universal themes
Case study with process map:
Manitoba

•
•

Discovery
Profile: Themes in Vancouver,
BC and Thunder Bay, ON
Profile: Opportunities in Manitoba
Next steps

•
•
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Insights
Three areas of insight emerged from the data collection and
analysis shared in the Profiles:
1. Remote services have been embraced by many (though not
all) and should be an ongoing way to deliver financial help.
2. Building trust is harder – and even more necessary - in a
remote environment.

3. Remote service delivery requires the field to change and
adapt.
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1. Remote services have been embraced by many (though not all)
and should be an ongoing way to deliver financial help
Overall accessibility is increased by
offering more communication
options and enhancing comfort and
confidence with these.
Technological innovation can
significantly increase the volume
of people served by community
agencies – e.g., by using social
media, online workshops,
dedicated lines, video tools.
Even a short, remote interaction
can be impactful if the response is
efficient and accurate in meeting a
person’s most pressing need.

Contrary to what we initially thought, the move to
remote delivery increased accessibility for many
existing clients or potential clients, versus the inperson service.
- Agency staff
With remote service, barriers like transportation,
childcare and time out of a busy day are reduced
and the proportion of “no shows” decreased.
- Agency staff

The dedicated line has increased program’s
responses; the use of phones and sometime video
chats (on teams) has proven a good way to
communicate with clients.
-Agency Manager
Brief services can be effective in reducing financial
stress if the client journey to ‘First Meaningful
Interaction’ is short and meets the most pressing
need.
-Agency Manager
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2. Building trust is harder – and even more necessary – in a
remote environment.
Ways to build trust with clients in a
remote service setting:
• Prioritize live responses to calls,
chats, texts and emails
• Respond within 24 hours if unable
to respond immediately
• Ensure accurate, reliable and
confidential information

Trust of referral partners is critical to
achieving coordinated access:
• Build relationships and connect
with staff in other organizations
through regular training, webinars,
partner meetings, file sharing sites
to connect staff across organizations
and build relationships.

• Explain the unbiased nature of the
help – not a government or private
party

• Show how the information
provided to clients is trustworthy –
accurate, reliable and confidential.

• Promote the service using staff by
face and name

• Positive experiences of vulnerable
clients strengthen trust with
partners, encouraging them to
continue referrals.

• Follow-up in person or with a
feedback survey.
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3. Remote service delivery requires the field to change and
adapt
Frontline staff and agents can…
• Plan a quick, accurate and actionable
response.
• Offer the ability to connect with a
coach or counselor to follow up for
more complex or non-financial needs.
• Use practices and tools that enable
delivery that is short, one-time.
•

Reduce stress by discerning and
addressing the main issue.

Organizations can…
•

Adapt in person service models to
“what do you need” now and provide
immediate help.

•

Try new technologies to improve client
journey and ensure that the “First
Meaningful Interaction” happens
quickly.

•

Use follow up surveys not just to gauge
“how did we do” but to provide more
support, learn what happened as a
result of the service, support word of
mouth referral, assess additional needs

•

Seek new ways of collaborating with
referral partners for seamless handoffs.

•

Expand to new systems, associations
and organizations, and develop
stronger partnerships with existing
agencies
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